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Abstract—Estimating the location and orientation of humans
is an essential skill for service and assistive robots. To achieve
a reliable estimation in a wide area such as an apartment,
multiple RGBD cameras are frequently used. Firstly, these
setups are relatively expensive. Secondly, they seldom perform
an effective data fusion using the multiple camera sources
at an early stage of the processing pipeline. Occlusions and
partial views make this second point very relevant in these
scenarios. The proposal presented in this paper makes use
of graph neural networks to merge the information acquired
from multiple camera sources, achieving a mean absolute error
below 125mm for the location and 10◦ for the orientation
using low-resolution RGB images. The experiments, conducted
in an apartment with three cameras, benchmarked two different
graph neural network implementations and a third architecture
based on fully connected layers. The software used has been
released as open-source in a public repository1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robots have a wide range of applications,
including performing daily chores for an ageing population
and carrying out tasks that might be dangerous for humans.
To work seamlessly among humans, robots need social skills,
for instance, to not to get in the way, or to understand
people’s intentions and communicate their own. Among other
relevant information such as gestures or facial expressions,
people’s position and orientation are among the most im-
portant cues that can help service and assistive social robots
understand humans. A common application of human locali-
sation and orientation is predicting intentions and movements
in surveillance video feeds [1], [2]. An accurate localisation
and orientation estimation are also crucial for human-aware
navigation [3]. For instance, the orientation of pedestrians’
velocity vectors is used in [4] to make a robot navigate in
crowded environments complying with constraints defined
by proxemics.
Although there is a considerable number of exceptions
(e.g., [5]–[7]) orientation and other social cues are usually
acquired using a two-stage pipeline: human body parts are
detected as a first step and then passed as input to a second
stage algorithm. This second algorithm is frequently imple-
mented using basic trigonometry, considering the coordinates
of the shoulders or the hips [1]. For instance, in [8], it is
calculated using the cross-product of the vectors going from
the head to the right and left sides of the hip, respectively.
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To overcome the poor behaviour that handcrafted equa-
tions tend to have when working with missing, noisy and
redundant data, some works follow a machine learning-based
approach. For instance, [5], and [6] use Histograms of
Oriented Gradients (HOGs). In [5] RGBD HOGs were used
to provide discrete angle estimations. The work presented
in [7] uses RGBD and IR images with IR trackers to train a
single-camera Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Their
model provides continuous angle estimation, achieving a
mean absolute error close to 6◦. The accuracy of the work
at hand for torso orientation is below that of [7]. However,
this proposal does not only estimate the orientation but also
the 3D coordinates of the torsos and it does not require the
use of relatively expensive RGBD cameras. To do this, our
work builds on top of a skeleton detector and Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs). To the best of our knowledge, there are
no previous GNN models to predict pedestrian’s orientation.
There are numerous works on human detection. Pioneering
works such as [9] or [10] took RGB images as input.
With the advent of RGBD cameras, different alternatives
were made available in the early 2010s [11], [12]. The
additional depth channel made these algorithms less sen-
sitive to illumination changes and made some tasks such
as segmentation more approachable. Nevertheless, they had
important limitations when applied to robotics such as a low
accuracy distinguishing the left and right sides of humans
in specific angle ranges and poor performance on moving
cameras [13]. Many works have been recently published
using CNNs to address some of the limitations of previous
approaches. OpenPose [14] became state-of-the-art detecting
body parts using Part Affinity Fields to learn the association
between body parts and humans in the image. However, its
performance deteriorates as resolution decreases and does not
work as well in crowded environments with occluded body
parts. OpenPifPaf [15] was proposed to solve OpenPose’s
limitations. It uses a CNN with two heads; the first to locate
the joints and the second to predict associations between
them, including occluded parts.
II. MULTI-CAMERA TORSO POSE ESTIMATION
The problem we deal with is that of estimating the pose of
a person from a set of cameras. The pose is defined as their
position on the floor plane and their orientation with respect
to the vertical axis: (x, y, α). The system should be able to
cover spaces wide enough to require several cameras attached
to the walls with overlapping fields of view. The setup used
in the experiments is composed of 3 Intel RealSense 415
depth cameras whose extrinsic parameters are calibrated with
respect to a common reference system on the floor (RGBD
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cameras are used to allow comparing results using RGB
and RGBD images). This paper uses both real and synthetic
training data to generate a large dataset in a very short
time, saving a great amount of resources. Figure 1 shows
a representation in CoppeliaSim [16] of three views of the
environment where the system has been tested. As shown
below, once the model is trained it can estimate 3D poses
using only the joints’ image coordinates, not requiring depth
data -although it can optionally be used to enhance results.
The processing pipeline has three main stages. First,
images are acquired and processed using OpenPifPaf [15].
The output data of this stage -a set of detected skeletons
from the different cameras- is passed to the next stage, where
skeletons corresponding to the same person are matched
and grouped. These groups are then provided to a GNN
which provides the final output. The remainder of this section
explains the stages in more detail.
Image acquisition and skeleton detection: The images
acquired are provided to OpenPifPaf to get the skeleton data.
For each frame, an observation Ψ {pi, ri, ti} is generated and
provided to the next stage, where:
• pi is the set of people detected in that frame, each
of which holds a list of up to 16 joint’s coordinates.
If using RGBD cameras, each joint’s depth from the
camera is computed using the depth plane.
• ri is the RGB Region of Interest (ROI) corresponding
to the bounding box of the skeleton.
• ti is the acquisition time of the frame.
Match observations to people: a stream of Ψt, t ∈ N,
observations are generated from the skeleton detectors. A
state machine manages the creation, update and removal of
a set of data objects representing people. Each observation
can either create a new person, update an existing one or
be dismissed as noise. Before a new person is accepted,
it has to receive successful matches for at least 2 seconds.
An observation matches an existing person if their distance
d(oi, pj) is lower than a certain threshold dmax, taken here
as 0.65 in the [0, 1] range. The distance is defined as the
median of the distances between the observation and the
recent history of the person: d = medt {B (h(oi), ht(pj))}
where B is the Bhattacharyya distance [17], h(oi) is the
observation’s 2D histogram computed over the hue and
saturation planes of the person’s ROI and ht(pj) is the 2D
histogram of person pj at time t, where t goes from the last
observation to Q samples in the past. Other distances have
been tested with no better results. The removal of unseen
people occurs after 2 seconds without receiving any matches.
In the next stage, a set S of observations from a person
is fed to the GNN to obtain a tuple of target coordinates
(x, y, α) representing the pose for each torso. This set S is
extracted from the person’s history as:
S := { o | oki ∈ Op ∧ k ∈ {1, 2, 3} }
where oki is the past matched observation i by camera k and
Op is the set of past time-ordered observations of person p.
S is thus the set of the most recent matched observations
obtained from different cameras.
GNN processing: The models are designed to use the
information obtained from each camera to estimate the
position and orientation of a human even with a partial
view, obtaining more accurate results when more data is
available. As can be observed in Fig. 2, the total number
of visible joints is limited in some cases, which makes it
hard to estimate the position and orientation of the person
using analytical methods.
GNNs adapt particularly well to structured data of varying
size and missing nodes (body parts in this case) [18].
Among the different GNNs variations, Graph Convolutional
Networks (GCNs) [19] are one of the easiest to understand,
and many other build on top of GCNs. They generalise the
concept of learned convolutions to graphs. They are similar
to CNNs in the sense that they learn convolutions, but instead
of working on images, GNNs work on graphs. Equation 1
describes how the output feature vector h(l+1)i of a node i
on layer l + 1 is computed.
h
(l+1)
i = σ
 ∑
j∈IN(i)
1
Cij
W (l)h
(l)
j
 (1)
In equation 1, IN(i) is the set of nodes j so that an edge
(j, i) exists in the graph, W (l) is the trainable weight matrix
for the layer l, σ (·) is the activation function and Cij is as
normalisation parameter.
Relational Graph Convolutional Networks (RGCNs) [20]
build on top of GCNs, allowing labelled edges by using a
different learnable weight matrix for each label type. The
propagation model for the feature vector of the node i is
shown in equation 2.
h
(l+1)
i = σ
∑
r∈R
∑
r∈Nri
1
Ci,r
W (l)r h
(l)
j +W
(l)
0 h
(l)
i
 (2)
where W (l)r and W
(l)
0 are the learnable matrices for
r-labelled edges and self-edges, respectively.
Graph Attention Networks (GATs) [21] introduce self-
attention to GNNs. A simplified node propagation function
for the single-headed version of GAT can be seen in equa-
tion 3.
h
(l+1)
i = σ
∑
j∈Ni
α
(l)
ij W
(l)h
(l)
j
 (3)
In this case, the feature vector of node i is updated from
the neighbouring nodes weighted by a learnable attention
parameter α.
An example of the extraction of information of body parts
by a GNN can be seen in [22], where the features of the hand
are encoded in a graph of different points and a GCN yields
the hand gesture. Similarly, [23] uses the coordinates of the
human skeleton joints as the input of a GCN to recognise
actions performed on videos.
In the present work, an input graph is created for each
set of skeletons belonging to the same person. First, the
joints detected by each camera are used to create a sepa-
rate graph corresponding to a different view of the same
Fig. 1. Example images obtained from the simulator. In the experiments, the resolution used was 640x480.
(a) Person detected by the three cameras.
(b) Person partially detected by a single camera.
Fig. 2. Examples of graph representation of the information obtained by
the multi-camera system.
skeleton. These graphs have a node representing the body
and additional nodes for all the body parts available (as
provided by OpenPifPaf), connecting each part not only to its
kinematic parent but also to its mirrored body part. The nodes
representing the body are referred to as body nodes in this
paper. Finally, all body nodes available (one per view) are
connected to an additional node aggregating the information
from the previous nodes; we call that node the superbody
node. Fig. 2 depicts two graphs with the body parts captured
by our three-camera setup.
The feature vectors of the nodes have 25 dimensions (28
if using RGBD cameras). The feature vector for each node
i is built by concatenating one-hot encodings and metric
information:
h
(0)
i = (ti|ci|pi|si)
• Node type one-hot encoding (ti): It encodes the node
type. It has a length of 19 because OpenPifPaf can
detect 17 body parts and there are two additional types
for the body and superbody nodes.
• Camera one-hot encoding (ci): This one-hot encoding
represents the camera that captures the skeleton. In our
experiments it has a length of 3, as that is the number of
cameras used. It is zero-filled for the superbody node.
• Coordinates vector (pi): It has a length of 2 (5 if using
RGBD cameras) and stores the coordinates of each
body part. Body and superbody nodes have zeros in
all the elements of this vector. The image coordinates
provided by OpenPifPaf are normalised so that they are
within the range [−1, 1]. If using 640x480 cameras, the
normalisation would be:
p′x = (x− 320)/320
p′y = (240− y)/240
The 3D coordinates are only provided if using RGBD
cameras. They are also normalised to be in the range
[−1, 1], based on the size of the room.
• Score (si): This is a single element field that provides
the certainty of the measure gathered by OpenPifPaf. It
is only used for body part nodes, zero otherwise.
The model is trained so that the output feature vectors are
4-dimensional and correspond to x, y, sin(α) and cos(α)
for the superbody node in the last layer. The actual angle α
is then reconstructed from its sine and cosine.
III. DATASET GENERATION
As the models are scenario-specific, they have to be trained
with simulations run with the camera calibration information.
Datasets can be built using any simulator that can animate
avatars, provide their ground-truth positions, and provide
RGB(D) streams so that OpenPifPaf or a similar software
can be used to detect people and their skeletons. To create a
proper virtual replica, the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
must be estimated. The software released uses an Augmented
Reality (AR) tag placed on the floor (so that it can be
detected by multiple cameras) and guides users through the
calibration process.
Once the cameras are calibrated, new datasets can be easily
produced generating paths for the simulated avatars in the
virtual model. Using this procedure, a big amount of data
can be gathered with a limited effort. Nevertheless, simulated
data can be insufficient depending on the accuracy of the
calibration because small calibration errors can lead to a
significant reduction of accuracy in the estimation. For this
reason, the dataset generated from the simulations can be
extended with real data, recording an actual human moving
around the environment. In our experiments, to store ground-
truth information, the human was equipped with an Intel
RealSense tracking camera in their chest, which provides
under 1% closed loop drift. The camera pose at the start
coincides with the global reference frame of the room. Thus,
the pose of the camera directly corresponds to the ground
truth pose. Combining both, simulated and real data, a final
training dataset with more than 20,000 samples was created.
Specifically, 19833 samples of the dataset are simulated and
631 are real. The final dataset is provided in JSON format
(available in the public repository2).
It is worth mentioning that calibration is only necessary
to build a replica of the real world in the simulator. If the
dataset is composed only of real data, the calibration is not
necessary.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed multi-camera human torso pose
estimation system several experiments were conducted. Each
experiment was carried out using three different architec-
tures: 1) a sequence of GAT layers, 2) a sequence of RGCN
layers, and 3) a sequence of per-camera fully connected lay-
ers (FC) (shared across cameras) followed by concatenation
and a further sequence of FC layers (MLP). For the MLP
architecture, a parallel input vector of 0s and 1s was provided
alongside the normal input, to indicate missing data.
The three architectures were trained using the dataset de-
scribed in section III (DS1), applying different combinations
of hyperparameters to select the best ones. In addition, a
second training dataset (DS2) including only simulated data
was generated. The three architectures were also trained
using this second dataset following the same process of
hyperparameter tuning. For GNNs, different values for the
number of layers, number of hidden units, attention heads
(for GAT only), number of bases (for RGCN only) and
activation function of each layer were tested. These values
were randomly generated to cover a wide range of combi-
nations. Similarly, for the MLP, we explored various depths
and widths of the hidden layers.
Besides the two training datasets, two additional datasets
were generated from real data: one for development com-
posed of 225 samples and another one with 283 samples for
testing purposes. Larger datasets would have been collected,
but it was not possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
2https://github.com/vangiel/WheresTheFellow
Each sample of the datasets corresponds to a graph
representing the view of a human from the cameras at
a given instant. Since RGBD cameras were available, for
each perceived joint both 2D image coordinates and 3D
positions were available. Nevertheless, in order to make
RGBD cameras optional, each architecture was trained using
two versions of the data (with and without 3D information).
The first version includes the 3D and image coordinates
of the body parts in the feature vectors. The second one
considers only the image coordinates so that it can be applied
to multi-camera systems composed of RGB cameras.
Table III shows the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the
test dataset for the best model of each architecture using the
2D-only and 3D versions of the data and the two training
datasets. As can be observed, the two GNN architectures
provide better results than MLP for all the combinations of
training datasets and types of features. As expected, the use
of a training dataset including only simulated data (DS2)
produces a loss of accuracy in all the cases, with a more
significant effect in MLP. This fact becomes more evident
with the 2D version of the data, affecting the estimation of
both, orientation (see orientation MSE in table I) and position
(see position MSE in table II). Nevertheless, for the training
dataset combining simulated and real data (DS1), the use of
2D-only features does not have a big impact on the results.
TABLE I
ORIENTATION MSE FOR THE TWO TRAINING DATASETS
MLP RGCN GAT
DS1 - 3D features 0.024 0.018 0.019
DS1 - 2D features 0.026 0.02 0.021
DS2 - 3D features 0.083 0.080 0.038
DS2 - 2D features 0.077 0.058 0.066
TABLE II
POSITION MSE FOR THE TWO TRAINING DATASETS
MLP RGCN GAT
DS1 - 3D features 0.0011 0.00079 0.00092
DS1 - 2D features 0.0012 0.0016 0.0011
DS2 - 3D features 0.0057 0.0021 0.0013
DS2 - 2D features 0.010 0.0064 0.0049
TABLE III
GLOBAL MSE FOR THE TWO TRAINING DATASETS
MLP RGCN GAT
DS1 - 3D features 0.010 0.0076 0.0083
DS1 - 2D features 0.011 0.009 0.009
DS2 - 3D features 0.037 0.033 0.016
DS2 - 2D features 0.037 0.027 0.029
To test the accuracy of the solutions, the output was
compared with an analytical estimation of the human pose
based on the depth data. The position and orientation of the
human in the analytical estimation are computed as follows:
• Estimated position: for each camera, the position is
individually estimated as the median of the positions of
the joints. The final position is computed by the average
of the estimations of all the cameras perceiving at least
three joints of the human.
• Estimated orientation: for each camera, the orientation
is computed from the positions of pairs of symmetric
joints. Specifically, the shoulders and hips are used.
The final orientation is obtained as the average of
the estimations of the different cameras. If none of
the cameras perceives a symmetric pair of joints, the
estimation of the previous instant is maintained.
The comparison between the results obtained from the
analytical and the learnt estimators shows how the learning-
based solutions outperform the analytical method, more
notably if they have access to the depth channel of the images
too, especially for the orientation. This can be observed in
figure 3, which depicts the estimation of the position and
the orientation for every sample of the test dataset using
the analytical method (red dotted line) and the RGCN-based
architecture trained using 3D data with the dataset DS1
(blue dashed line). As can be seen, the difference with the
ground-truth (green solid line) is smaller in the estimation
obtained by the GNN, which is especially remarkable in the
angle prediction. This observation can be extended to the
remaining architectures trained with DS1 (figure 4). In fact,
the mean absolute error (MAE) of the best GNN architecture
considerably outperforms the analytical method, providing a
mean absolute angle error below 10◦.
The exclusive use of simulated data for training produces
a deterioration of the results which can be seen in figure 5.
However, the use of 3D information in the data (3D version
of DS2) still outperforms the analytical estimation for one
of the GNN architectures in position and orientation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our human pose estimation system has been designed for
spaces that are covered by multiple cameras. It is assumed
that people are visible by at least one of the cameras,
although some parts of their bodies can be occluded or
outside of the field of vision of some of the cameras.
In comparison to other works, our approach outper-
forms [5] and it is -under good conditions- outperformed
by [7]. Although [7] reports better results, it requires RGBD
cameras, which are an order of magnitude more expensive
than low-resolution RGB cameras. Additionally, as reported
in [7] their dataset does not consider occlusions or partial
views, so their results will likely deteriorate in real-life
conditions.
A mean absolute error of 125mm in the pose’s coordinates
seems reasonable for most human-robot interaction tasks
such as human-aware navigation, considering: a) the size of
the average human i.e., the percentile 50 of the forearm-
forearm breadth of an adult is about 492mm (female)
and 579mm (male) [24] and b) proxemics studies have
reported personal spaces to approximate to a circle of about
1200mm [25].
Given the accuracy achieved using regular RGB images
and the limited improvements obtained from the use of the
depth channel, regular low-end webcams seem sufficient for
most HRI scenarios.
Camera calibration can be avoided if the dataset is exclu-
sively generated from real scenarios. Nevertheless, the use
of a realistic simulator to generate most of the data used for
training drastically reduces the time and resources needed
to obtain a valid solution to the pose estimation problem.
A fraction of data from the real set up seems necessary to
account for some calibration and modelling errors but future
works aim at reducing this ratio even more.
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